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Abstract: We propose a theoretical analysis of the stochastic dynamics of miniature
optoelectronic oscillators (OEOs) based on whispering-gallery mode resonators. The core
element in this microwave photonic oscillator is a high-Q whispering-gallery mode resonator
with quadratic nonlinearity, which simultaneously performs electrooptical modulation, fre-
quency filtering and energy storage. This multi-task resonator allows the oscillator to feature
improved size, weight and power metrics. In this article, we analyze how the various sources
of optical and electrical noise in the oscillator are converted to output microwave signal
fluctuations. We use an approach based on stochastic differential equations to characterize
the dynamics of the microwave signal as a function of radiofrequency gain and laser pump
power. This stochastic analysis also allows us to understand how key parameters of the
resonator such as its intrinsic and extrinsic Q-factors influence the system’s dynamics below
and above threshold. The time-domain numerical simulations for miniature OEO stochastic
dynamics provides an excellent agreement with the analytical predictions.

Index Terms: Optoelectronic oscillators, whispering-gallery-mode resonators, phase noise.

1. Introduction
Optoelectronic oscillators (OEOs) have emerged as competitive microwave photonic sources for
the generation of ultra-stable radiofrequency signals [1], [2]. In their most simplest architecture,
they feature a closed optoelectronic feedback where the nonlinear element is an electrooptical
(EO) Mach-Zehnder modulator, the energy storage element is a few-km-long optical delay line, and
the frequency-selection element is a radiofrequency filter [3]. Such conventional OEOs have been
shown to achieve remarkably high phase noise performances, with a record st to −163 dBc/Hz at
6 kHz offset from a 10 GHz carrier [4].

However, the typical OEO is not optimal from the perspective of size, weight and power (SWAP),
mainly because of the km-long fiber delay line. Several OEO architectures have been proposed to
improve the SWAP metrics, mainly using whispering-gallery mode (WGM) resonators to replace
the fiber spool [5]–[13]. Along that line of research and development, one of the most promising
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Fig. 1. Left: Schematic representation of a miniature OEO, along with the main noise sources. The
optical paths are in red, and the electric paths in black. The various sources of noise that ultimately end
up driving the stochastic dynamics of the system are explicitly displayed. PD: Photodiode; PS: Phase
shifter; RFA: RF amplifier; WGMR: Whispering-gallery mode resonator. Right: Frequency-domain
representation of photonic conversion processes in the WGMR, mediated by the g ∝ χ (2) nonlinearity.
For photonic upconversion an infrared photon annihilates a microwave photon and is upconverted as
�ωl + ��R → �ωl+1. For photonic downconversion, an infrared photon emits a microwave photon and
is downconverted as �ωl → �ωl−1 + ��R .

architecture is the miniature OEO, where the WGM resonator simultaneously performs electroop-
tical modulation, frequency filtering and energy storage. As a consequence, the WGM resonator
single-handedly replaces the integrated electrooptical Mach-Zehnder modulator, the microwave
radiofrequency filter, and the fiber delay line, thereby leading to a drastic improvement of the SWAP
metrics.

In miniature OEOs, the electric-to-optical conversion in the WGM modulator is mediated by
the quadratic bulk nonlinearity of the resonator [14]–[16]. This deterministic process, which is
dynamically complex and high-dimensional, is today well understood [17]. However, there is no
analysis available to understand how the optical and electrical noise sources in the optoelectronic
loop are converted into microwave phase noise. Such an analysis is indispensable to gain a deep
understanding of the metrological performances of this oscillator. In this article, we propose to use
a methodology based on stochastic differential equations to achieve this goal. The main idea of this
theory (also known as “Langevin” approach) is to add random noise terms to the core deterministic
model, and to monitor how these fluctuations are driving the variables of interest – here the phase
noise of the output microwave. This approach has already been used with remarkable success for
fiber-based OEOs, where it was shown that it can provide an excellent agreement with experimental
phase noise spectra [18]–[21].

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the miniature OEO under study,
as well as the deterministic model that rules its nonlinear temporal dynamics. Section III is devoted
to the derivation of the stochastic model, with an emphasis on sources of noise originating from
the resonant WGM/RF cavities and from the active electronic elements (photodiode and amplifier).
The dynamics of the system under threshold is investigated in Sec. IV, while Sec. V presents a
stochastic normal form approach that allows us to analyze the effect of noise below and above
threshold. The last section concludes the article.

2. System and Deterministic Model
The schematic representation of the miniature OEO under study is displayed in Fig. 1. The core
element of this oscillator is a whispering-gallery mode resonator (see refs. [22]–[26] for a detailed
description of their linear and nonlinear properties). In our system, the WGM disk-resonator is
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made with a lithium niobate (LN) and it plays the role of a resonant electrooptical modulator. It has
a radius a and free spectral range �R = c/ang, where ng is the group velocity index at the pump
wavelength, and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. The WGM cavity has a loaded quality factor
Q = ωL/2κ, where κ = κi + κe is the loaded half-linewidth of the resonances, while κi and κe are the
intrinsic and extrinsic (i.e., coupling) contributions, respectively. The optical input of this modulator
is a telecom laser signal at power PL with wavelength λL � 1550 nm and angular frequency is ωL =
2πc/λL . The pumped WGM has an azimuthal order �0, and will nonlinearly interact with the adjacent
modes of the same family (� = �0, �0 ± 1, �0 ± 2). We conveniently introduce the reduced azimuthal
order l = �− �0 so that the WGMs of interest are now symmetrically labeled as l = 0,±1,±2, · · · ,
with l = 0 being the pumped mode. The fundamental methodology to describe WGM resonators
can be found in refs. [26]. The RF strip resonator coupled to the WGM disk has a resonance
frequency matching the FSR of the WGM cavity, with a loaded quality factor QM = �R/2μ, with μ
being the half-linewidth of the loaded RF cavity resonance (and analogously to the optical case, the
intrinsic and extrinsic contributions are μi and μe, respectively). The coherent interaction between
the microwave photons ��M fed to the RF strip cavity and the optical photons �ωl circulating inside
the WGM cavity is mediated by a coupling parameter g ∝ χ (2). At the photon level, this interaction
leads to parametric upconversion following �ωl + ��R → �ωl+1, or to parametric downconversion
following �ωl → �ωl−1 + ��R . These parametric conversion phenomena permit the realization of
compact WGM modulators [27]–[31] and ultra-sensitive microwave photonic receivers [32]–[40].

The multimode optical signal exiting the WGM resonator is sent to a photodetector with sensitivity
S (in units of V/W), which retrieves the intermodal microwave frequency, and feed it back to the
RF electrode of the WGM electrooptical modulator (input impedance Rout) after amplification and
eventually a phase-shift.

The variables of interest for the oscillator are the complex-valued modal optical amplitudes Al (t )
of carrier frequency ωL + l�R (normalized such that |Al |2 is the number of optical photons in the
mode l ) and the amplitude of the complex-valued microwave field in the RF cavity C(t ) of carrier
frequency �R (normalized such that |C|2 is the number of microwave photons in the strip). These
dimensionless intracavity fields obey the following set of coupled equations [17]:

Ȧl = − κ (1 + iα)Al − ig[CAl−1 + C∗Al+1] + δ(l )
√

2κe Ain (1)

Ċ = − μ(1 + iϑ )C − ig
∑

m

A∗
mAm+1

+ �ei η

{
2κe

∑
m

A∗
mAm+1 − Ain

√
2κe(A∗

−1 + A1)

}
, (2)

where δ(l ) is the Kronecker function (equal to 1 for l = 0 and to zero otherwise), the dimensionless
constant η = 2�ωL S

√
μe/Rout��R is a characteristic optoelectronic parameter of the oscillator,  is

the microwave rountrip phase shift, α = −(ωL − ω0)/κ is the normalized optical detuning between
the laser and the pumped mode resonance, and ϑ = −(�M −�R )/μ, is the normalized detuning
between the RF signal and the strip cavity resonance (set to 0 in this study). A key parameter of
the oscillator is the real-valued dimensionless feedback gain � = GAGL ≥ 0 where where GA (> 1)
is the RF amplifier gain while GL (< 1) is the overall loss factor of the electric branch. The laser
pump field of the WGM resonator is Ain = √

PL/�ωL : It is a real-valued envelope (null phase), and
for that reason it plays the role of reference for all the intracavity fields Al .

The overall optical field exiting the WGM resonator is Aout = ∑
l Aout,l eil�

R
t , with Aout,l =

−Ain δ(l ) + √
2κe Al being the modal output fields [Note that they are propagating field like Ain

and their square modulus is therefore also a photon flux in units of s−1]. An infinite-bandwidth
photodetector would output a RF signal proportional to the incoming optical power following
VPD (t ) = SPopt,out = �ωL S|Aout|2 (in volts), which can be Fourier-expanded as:

VPD (t ) = 1
2
M0 +

+∞∑
n=1

[
1
2
Mn exp(in�R t ) + c.c.

]
≡

+∞∑
n=0

VPD,n(t ) , with n = 0,1,2, . . . (3)
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where c.c. stands for the complex conjugate of the preceding terms, and the modal fields

Mn = 2�ωL S
∑

m

A∗
out,mAout,m+n (4)

are the complex-valued envelopes of the microwave harmonics of frequency n ×�R .
The microwave signal of interest is the output of the RF amplifier, which is defined by an

envelope Mout = �M1 = 2��ωL S
∑

m A∗
out,mAout,m+1 and power Prf,out = �2|M1|2/2Rout, where Rout

is the characteristic load resistance in the RF branch.
Previous work has shown that the dynamics of the system described by Eqs. (1) and (2)

is strongly dependent on the feedback gain parameter � > 0 [17]. When the feedback gain is
below a given critical �cr, only the pumped mode A0 is excited (by the pump laser) and no
microwave is generated. However, when � > �cr, a cascaded process leads to the excitation of
the sidemodes Al with l 
= 0, thereby leading to the formation of an optical frequency comb that
generates a self-sustained microwave oscillation in the electric branch. The analytical value of
�cr could be determined exactly at the analytical level, even though the related formula appeared
to be mathematically quite involved. However, in the limit κ/μ � 1 (optical resonances are much
narrower than microwave ones), the critical gain could be explicitly expressed as

�cr � 1
ρ(1 − ρ)

1 + α2

2|α|
μκi

gηPL

�ωL , (5)

where ρ = κe/κ ∈ [0,1] is the ratio between outcoupling and total losses in the resonator – we
have undercoupling when ρ < 1

2 , overcoupling when ρ < 1
2 , and critical coupling when ρ = 1

2 . The
first two terms in Eq. (5) indicates that �cr is minimized by critical coupling and edge-of-resonance
detuning (α = ±1), respectively. The same stability for the system also indicated that the roundtrip
 phase shift has to be set to 0 when α > 0, and to π when α < 0 [as inferred in Eq. (5), null optical
detuning should be avoided as it leads to prohibitively large critical gain values].

Unless otherwise stated, we will consider the following parameters for our system throughout
this article, without loss of generality: PL = 1 mW; λL = 1550 nm; �R/2π = 10 GHz; S = 20 V/W;
g/2π = 20 Hz; Qi = 5 × 107 and Qe = 107 (this defines all the κ coefficients); QM = �R/2μ = 100;
and finally, the RF line is impedance-matched with the modulator input electrode with Rout = 50 �
and μi = μe = μ/2.

3. Noise Sources and Stochastic Model for the Miniature OEO
The object of this section is to identify the most relevant sources of noise in the oscillator, and
define how they should be accounted for in the stochastic model. These random noise terms either
have an additive or multiplicative effect on the system’s dynamics. However, in this work, we will
only focus on the additive noise source terms, which in our context are dominant. Moreover, for
the sake of simplicity, these random noise signals will be assumed to be Gaussian and white.
Therefore, depending on their real- or complex-valued nature, these random signals will always
be proportional to either a real-valued Gaussian white noise ξ (t ) with 〈ξ (t )ξ (t ′)〉 = δ(t − t ′), or to a
complex-valued Gaussian white noise ζ (t ) with 〈ζ (t )ζ ∗(t ′)〉 = δ(t − t ′).

The miniature OEO has two cavities (optical WGM resonator and RF strip resonator), which
are driven by external optical and radiofrequency signals, respectively. Indeed, the oscillator is
unavoidably submitted to the influence of various random noise sources, which end up driving
the stochastic fluctuations of the intracavity fields. The optical fields Al (t ) are driven by a modal
random field normalized as �a

√
2κ ζa,l (t ), which has to be added in the right-hand side of Eq. (1).

One should note that this noise term will create �2
a optical photons on average in each mode l [17],

[41]. Analogously, The intracavity microwave field C(t ) is driven by a random signal normalized as
�c

√
2μζc(t ) to be added in the right-hand side of Eq. (2), that will generate �2

c microwave photons
on average inside the RF strip cavity.
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The sources of noise in the miniature OEO can now be added to the core deterministic Eqs. (1)
and (2) to obtain the following stochastic model:

Ȧl = − κ (1 + iα)Al − ig[CAl−1 + C∗Al+1] + δ(l )
√

2κe Ain +�a

√
2κ ζa,l (t ) (6)

Ċ = − μ(1 + iϑ )C − ig
∑

m

A∗
mAm+1

+ �eiη

{
+2κe

∑
m

A∗
mAm+1 − Ain

√
2κe(A∗

−1 + A1)

}
+�c

√
2μ ζc(t ) , (7)

with the noise correlations 〈ζa,l (t )ζ ∗
a,l ′ (t

′)〉 = δl ,l ′δ(t − t ′) and 〈ζc(t )ζ ∗
c (t ′)〉 = δ(t − t ′). The noisy output

microwave signal is still Mout(t ) = �eiM1(t ) and the output RF power is still determined by Prf,out =
|Mout|2/2Rout = �2|M1|2/2Rout. One can note that when the sources of noise are discarded, the
stochastic Eqs. (6) and (7) degenerate into the deterministic Eqs. (1) and (2). In this article, the
stochastic differential Eqs. (6) and (7) will be numerically simulated using the Milstein algorithm
(see ref. [42]).

4. Stochastic Analysis Under Threshold
In this section, we aim at calculating the microwave power generated under threshold, that is,
when � < �cr. The sub-threshold dynamics is generally overlooked in the literature, but however,
previous studies have shown that the sub-threshold stochastic dynamics is important in order to
characterize the various sources of noise in the system (see for example ref. [18]).

The microwave power generated under threshold can be obtained via the numerical simulation
of Eqs. (6) and (7), whose output can be suitably averaged to give

Prf,out = 1
2Rout

〈|Mout(t )|2〉 = �2

2Rout
〈|M1(t )|2〉 . (8)

However, these numerical simulations do not give any theoretical insight into why the subthreshold
noise increases the way it does with the gain. In the case of the miniature OEO under threshold, it
is possible to develop an analytical method to achieve this goal. The starting point is to note that the
stochastic model displayed in Eqs. (6) and (7) can be simplified using two assumptions. The first
one is that stochastic effects in the intracavity fields Al and C can be accounted for via the output
microwave field M1. The second one is that below threshold, there is no self-sustained microwave
oscillation and as a consequence, only the mode l = 0 is excited with A0 = √

2κeAin/κ (1 + iα). The
intracavity fields A±1 and C are of first order of smallness and can be linearized around zero, while
the fields Al with |l | > 1 can be outright neglected for being of higher order of smallness.

Using these two simplifying assumptions, the stochastic Eqs. (6) and (7) are now reduced to

δȦ∗
−1 = − κ (1 − iα)δA∗

−1 + igA∗
0δC +�a

√
2κ ζa,−1(t ) (9)

δȦ0 = − κ (1 + iα)δA0 +
√

2κeAin +�a

√
2κ ζa,0(t ) (10)

δȦ1 = − κ (1 + iα)δA1 − igA0δC +�a

√
2κ ζa,1(t ) (11)

δĊ = − μ(1 + iϑ )δC − ig[A0δA∗
−1 + A∗

0δA1]

+ β
{
2κe[A0δA∗

−1 + A∗
0δA1] −

√
2κeAin(δA∗

−1 + δA1)
}

+�c

√
2μ ζc(t ) (12)

where β = η�ei is the overall electrical gain of the OEO. The perturbation δA0 is independent of
the other ones and is irrelevant in the subsequent analysis for being permanently dominated by
the non-null amplitude A0. Therefore, we can ignore the corresponding equation and rewrite the
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Fig. 2. Temporal variation of the optical and microwave output noise powers when the feedback gain
is set to � = 6 (or γ = �/�cr = 0.54) and �a,c = 10. The numerical results are obtained via the time-
domain simulation of the stochastic differential Eqs. (6) and (7). Top: Temporal dynamics of Popt,out,l =
�ωL |Aout,l |2; Bottom: Temporal dynamics of Prf,out.

remaining three linear equations in the Fourier domain to obtain⎡
⎢⎣δÃ

∗
−1(ω)

δÃ1(ω)
δC̃(ω)

⎤
⎥⎦ =

[
iωI3 − J

]−1

⎡
⎢⎣�a

√
2κ Z̃∗

a,−1(ω)
�a

√
2κ Z̃a,1(ω)

�c

√
2μ Z̃c(ω)

⎤
⎥⎦ , (13)

where I3 is the three-dimensional identity matrix and

J =

⎡
⎢⎣ −κ (1 − iα) 0 igA∗

0

0 −κ (1 + iα) −igA0√
2κeβAout,0 − igA0

√
2κeβA∗

out,0 − igA∗
0 −μ(1 + iϑ )

⎤
⎥⎦ (14)

is the Jacobian of the linear flow, with the variables Z̃ (ω) being the Fourier transform of their
stochastic counterparts ζ (t ). In the Fourier domain, Eq. (14) permits to determine explicitly the
three stochastic variables of interest as a linear combination of the intracavity noise terms Z̃a,c(ω).
In principle, the time-domain solutions could be recovered via an inverse Fourier transform.

Using Eq. (4), it appears that the output microwave signal M1(t ) is now a linear combination of
δA1(t ) and δA∗

−1(t ). This linearity can be translated in the Fourier domain following

M̃1(ω) = 2�ωLS
√

2κe
{Aout,0δÃ∗

−1(ω) + A∗
out,0δÃ1(ω)

}
, (15)

which implies that M̃1(ω) is also a linear combination of the intracavity noise terms Z̃a,c(ω).
We can now define the sub-threshold microwave output power after the RF amplifier as

Prf,out = �2

2Rout

{
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
|M̃1(ω)|2 dω

}
, (16)

where we are using Parseval’s theorem since we explicitly know M̃1(ω) via Eq. (15).
Figure 2 displays the modal power dynamics as a function of time for the four centermost side-

modes, for a given value of the feedback gain. On the other hand, Fig. 3 displays the comparison
between the analytical formula of Eq. (16) and the numerical simulations using Eq. (8) via the
time-domain stochastic differential Eqs. (6) and (7). The normalized gain γ ≡ �/�cr is increased
under threshold (γ < 1) and the variation of the noise power Prf,out = |Mout|2/2Rout is determined
for various values of the noise amplitudes �a,c. One can note that the analytical formula predicts
accurately the growth of noise power as the gain is increased, thereby confirming the validity of the
theoretical approach.
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Fig. 3. Variation of the noise power Prf,out = |Mout|2/2Rout, when the normalized gain γ ≡ �/�cr is
increased under threshold. We have γ < 1, so that the gain in dB is 20 log γ , and is negative. The
plots from left to right correspond to noise amplitudes �a,c = 1, 10, and 100 respectively. The blue dot
symbols stand for the numerical results obtained using Eq. (8), via the time-domain simulation of the
stochastic differential Eqs. (6) and (7). The continuous black lines stand for analytical results obtained
via Eq. (16). The dashed red lines stand for the scaling behavior as predicted by the normal form
theory in Eq. (20). The dotted gray lines indicate the microwave noise power corresponding to a gain of
−4.18 dB, which directly gives the amplitude of the driving Gaussian white noise power in the normal
form model (from left to right, pout = m2/2Rout = −71, −51, and −31 dBm, respectively). One can note
the excellent agreement between numerical simulations and analytical predictions.

Fig. 4. Variation of the microwave power Prf,out = |Mout|2/2Rout, when the normalized gain γ ≡ �/�cr is
increased above threshold (γ > 1). The blue dot symbols stand for the numerical results obtained using
the time-domain simulation of the stochastic differential Eqs. (6) and (7). The dashed red lines stand
for the scaling behavior as predicted by the normal form theory in Eq. (18). The microwave power has
been normalized to an arbitrary reference power PREF in order to evidence the scaling ∝ γ − 1 above
threshold predicted by Eq. (18) for Prf,out ∝ |M|2. One can note the good agreement between numerical
simulations and analytical predictions. The linear scaling of the power with the gain above threshold
is expected to break down when γ � 1 because of the higher-order nonlinear terms neglected in the
normal form approach are then becoming dominant.

5. Normal Form Approach for Stochastic Analysis and Phase Noise
The deterministic dynamics of the miniature OEO as described in Eqs. (1) and (2) is high-
dimensional and non-trivial. For example, it was shown in ref. [17] that above threshold, sym-
metric modes with eigenumbers ±l do not have the same amplitude, and are therefore beyond
any tractable analytical approximation. However, the microwave signal is only two-dimensional
(complex-valued envelope carrying information about amplitude and phase), and certainly more
amenable to mathematical analysis across a gain range covering the regimes below and above
threshold. Moreover, having a differential equation for the microwave variable would enable us to
investigate analytically its phase noise properties.

One could try to obtain an exact equation for Ṁ1 through the time derivation of Eq. (4). This
operation would result in expressing Ṁ1 as a nonlinear expansion of terms Ȧ∗

l Al+1 and A∗
l Ȧl+1,

but would not yield a closed-form differential equation that only depends on M1. However, from the
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nonlinear dynamics systems point of view, the onset of the microwave oscillation can be viewed
as the result of a Hopf bifurcation. As a consequence, normal form theory states that there is
a closed-form equation for the microwave valid at least close to the vicinity of the bifurcation,
with arbitrarily high precision. The bifurcation will be characterized by a linear parameter a, and
a nonlinear parameter b.

In general, a large (but finite) sequence of involved mathematical operations are needed to
determine the parameters a and b, even for low-dimensional systems (see for example ref. [43]). In
our case, the minimum number of optical modes considered above threshold is 11 (with l varying
from −5 to 5), so that Eqs. (1) and (2) are at least 24-dimensional: Under these conditions, following
the standard mathematical protocol to derive the normal form coefficients is practically difficult to
carry out. However, we will show that in the stochastic regime, using the normal form approach will
provide the scaling behaviors of interest below and above threshold.

In this study, we will write the stochastic normal form equation for the microwave as

Ṁ = −aM + γ [aM + m
√

2a ζm(t )] − ab|M|2M , (17)

where M = |M|eiψ ∝ Mout is the complex-valued microwave envelope of interest (in V), a stands
for the linear damping of the microwave (in rad/s), b stands for the nonlinear saturation (in V−2),
m stands for the root-mean-square amplitude (in V) of the driving Gaussian white noise, which
is delta-correlated as 〈ζm(t )ζ ∗

m(t ′)〉 = δ(t − t ′). The parameter γ ≡ �/�cr > 0 is the normalized
feedback gain, which is here affecting both the microwave and the random noise.

In its deterministic version (m = 0), the normal form in Eq. (17) yields the following solution:

|M| =
{

0 when γ < 1√
(γ − 1)/b ≡ Mb

√
γ − 1 when γ > 1

, (18)

where Mb = 1/
√

b can be interpreted as the characteristic amplitude of M (in V). In other words,
the trivial solution is stable when γ < 1, while the nontrivial (i.e. oscillatory) solution is stable when
γ > 1. However, when noise is accounted for, the stochastic behavior deviates substantially from
the deterministic one.

In the stochastic sub-threshold case (m 
= 0 and γ < 1), the linear terms are of first order of
smallness, while the nonlinear term is of third order of smallness and can then be neglected. Equa-
tion (17) is therefore reduced to the well-known Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, whose stationary
properties can be obtained analytically. We first rewrite Eq. (17) in the Fourier domain as

M̃(ω) = γm
√

2a
(1 − γ )a + iω

Z̃m(ω) (19)

from which we calculate the corresponding power using again Parseval’s theorem, leading to

Prf,out = 1
2Rout

〈|M(t )|2〉 = 1
2Rout

{
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
|M̃(ω)|2 dω

}
= γ 2

1 − γ

m2

2Rout
. (20)

It appears that the microwave power under threshold should distinctively scale as γ 2/(1 − γ ), and
the coefficient of proportionality is the noise power pout = m2/2Rout. Interestingly, Prf,out = pout (i.e.,
the power of the output signal and input noise are equal) when γ 2 = 1 − γ , that is, when γ =
(
√

5 − 1)/2 � 0.618 (or −4.18 dB). This property is useful in order to retrieve the parameter m via
pout from the sub-threshold power variation as a function of gain. Figure 3 displays the comparison
between the numerical simulations using Eq. (8) and the scaling law predicted by the normal form
theory in Eq. (20). The excellent agreement confirms the validity of the scaling behavior predicted
by the normal form theory.

The stochastic dynamics above threshold corresponds to m 
= 0 and γ > 1. In this case, it
is customary to neglect amplitude noise in comparison to phase noise [∂t |M| � 0], so that the
amplitude of the microwave is still considered constant and given by Eq. (18). As a consequence,
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the stochastic Eq. (17) is reduced to

Ṁ = [∂t |M| + iψ̇ |M|] eiψ � iψ̇ |M| eiψ

� γm
√

2a ζm(t ) . (21)

from which we straightforwardly derive the phase noise spectrum as

|�̃(ω)|2 = 1
ω2

[
aγ 2m2

|M|2
]

� γ 2

γ − 1
ab m2

ω2
(22)

in units of rad2/Hz. This phase noise spectrum displays the usual f−2 dependence for oscillators
driven by white noise, and the normal form analysis provides two key elements for phase noise
optimization. The first one is that the diffusion coefficient of the phase noise is D = abm2: In
other words, it depends on the three parameters that characterize the stochastic normal form
Eq. (17). From the physical viewpoint, we find as expected that the phase noise is reduced by lower
cavity losses (a → 0) and lower driving noise (m2 → 0). The intuition that larger microwave signals
improve the phase noise performance is recovered from the condition b → 0, which corresponds to
a large characteristic voltage for the oscillator. The second one is that since phase noise scales as
γ 2/(γ − 1), increasing the gain leads to a deterioration of the phase noise performance by a factor
∼ γ when γ � 1. Therefore, increasing the microwave signal to decrease phase noise via a larger
γ will not be successful for miniature OEOs – instead, as indicated above, large signals should be
obtained by design with the lowest b possible.

6. Conclusion
In this article, we have investigated the stochastic dynamics of an architecture of miniature OEO.
We have first introduced the stochastic differential equations ruling the dynamics of the system
when driven by white noise sources, and provided an analytical framework to determine the power
of the generated microwave. We have also proposed a stochastic normal form approach to extract
the scaling behavior of the microwave power as the gain is increased below and above threshold.
The analytical results were found to be in excellent agreement with the numerical simulations.
Future work will be devoted to the development of a more complete model that will account for
other nonlinear effects in the resonators or optoelectronic components of the feedback loop, and
the model will be extended to account for multiplicative and 1/f noise.
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